Cardiac pacing through a transvenous catheter located in the right ventricle usually produces a pattern of left bundle branch block (LBBB). When right bundle branch block (RBBB) occurs during apparent right ventricular pacing, a complication (perforation or malposition of the catheter) has usually occurred. In the patient reported here, uncomplicated right ventricular transvenous pacing produced RBBB. Recognition of this uncommon event is important because it may save the patient the risk and inconvenience of repositioning a properly functioning pacing catheter.
Case report R. T., an &year-old man, was admitted to the hospital with a seven-month history of syncope, angina pectoris, and congestive heart failure. Physical examination showed a grade 3/g aortic systolic ejection murmur and an absent aortic component of the second heart sound. The carotid pulse upstroke was markedly delayed by palpation. Roentgenograms of the chest and cardiac fluoroscopy revealed marked calcification of the aortic valve and mild enlargement of the left ventricle.
The initial electrocardiogram ( Fig. 1) showed sinus rhythm, complete atrioventricular block, and an idioventricular rhythm. Pacing through a transvenous bipolar electrode catheter produced RBBB. An electrogram recorded from the distal electrode demonstrated a dominant S-wave characteristic of recordings from the apex of the right ventricle ( Fig. 2 )' For the seven days this catheter was in place the stimulating threshold was always less than 1.0 ma. No pericardial rub was heard, and no complications developed.
Pacing through a permanent transvenous catheter (Medtronic No. 5818) again produced RBBB. The stimulating threshold was 1.4 ma. No complications developed in the hospital, and re-examination 2% months later revealed no complications and no change in the electrocardiogram. Fig. 3 shows the position of the catheters.
Discussion
That these catheters were in the right ventricle is demonstrated by their position on the roentgenograms, by the appearance of the electrogram, by the constant and low stimulating threshold, by the constantly normal pacing and sensing functions, and by the absence of complications. Any one of these factors alone is inadequate to insure the site of the cather tip,' but taken together they argue strongly for the right ventricular location of the tip.
Transvenous pacing may produce RBBB if the catheter tip perforates the myocardium or ventricular septum.2-* Stimulation from the coronary sinus often gives a RBBB configuration.'* 4* 5 These are probably the most common causes of RBBB during transvenous pacing.
There are twelve reported cases in which RBBB occurred during uncomplicated transvenous pacing.5-8 In only seven cases was long-term stable pacing maintained with this pattern, and in five of those cases, the RBBB pattern was intermittent.
Bauman, Lamb, and Tsagari@ have noted two forms of RBBB in this context. They described one case of classic RBBB (RV,, S,) and five cases of atypical and intermittent RBBB (RV,, without S,). Of the twelve cases of RBBB during transvenous pacing, five were of the classic type and seven were atypical.
In the case reported here, pacing through the temporary catheter produced the classic RBBB pattern (Fig. 2) , while pacing through the permanent catheter produced the atypical RBBB configuration (not shown). This case is noteworthy because stimulation from two sites within the roentgenograms, by recording an electrogram from the distal electrode, and by measuring the stimulating threshold.
